FIRE-PROTECTION
C U R TA I N D O O R S

MARC-OK

Flexible, curtain fire doors MARC-Ok are designed for separating fire zones  in
different types of industrial premises.
The curtain door is great for underground parkings and shopping malls, where
every inch of usable area counts and minimum dimensions are of value.
The curtain material is wound on a shaft and held open with a fuse lock or an electric
drive brake. In the event of a fire hazard, the lock/brake opens, the curtain unfolds and
locks off the zone.

New in Europe

WORTH TO CHOOSE WHEN:

1

2

3

Wide areas need to
be protected

Free space needs to
be saved

You need a ”clean”
design

MARC-OK gates can be up to
16 000 mm wide. They do not
require additional columns for
installation, making the design
process easier and freer.

MARC-OK the gate is mounted
above the opening, leaving free
walls that can be used for other
solutions, and more free parking
spaces in the underground car
parks..

MARC-OK fire gates are a good
choice when the projected
spaces must remain unoccupied.
These gates do not take up much
space and are noticeable.

New in Europe

EU certified

SPECIFICATION
MAXIMUM
DIMENSIONS

16 000 x 10 000 mm

THICKNESS
AND WEIGHT

9mm - 6kg/m2 (EI60); 18mm - 9kg/m2 (EI120)

FILLING
COMPONENTS
SIDEROOM
HEADROOM
WORKING
TEMPERATURE

Patented multilayer fiberglass fabric reinforced
with steel wire
Made of galvanized steel, the covers can be
painted in the chosen RAL color
120 mm

300 - 600 mm (depending on the height of the
door)
-20oC +40oC

MAXIMUM
HUMIDITY LEVEL
WARRANTY
NOTE

80%

2 years
The gate is not intended for daily use, but is closed only in the event of a fire or maintenance.
The 230 VAC motor requires an uninterruptible
power supply.

„MARC-OK“ CURTAIN EXTERNAL
MATERIAL

New in Europe

CONTACT US
If you have any questions or would like to  purchase fire-protection curtain doors  „MARC-OK”?
We will be happy to answer all your questions.

idomus.lt

IDOMUS UAB
V.Krėvės av. 129,
LT-50312, Kaunas
Lithuania
info@idomus.lt
+370 37 308900

idomus.lt

